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EDITORIAL
I would remind you all to please visit the NM State Board website at http://www.sblpes.state.nm.us to read up about the
New Mexico Sunset Act as it applies to the “Engineering and Surveying Practice Act” [61-23-1. SHORT TITLE -- Chapter 61, Article 23 NMSA 1978 may be cited as the “Engineering and Surveying Practice Act”.] 61-23-32 [TERMINATION OF AGENCY LIFE--DELAYED REPEAL.-- The state board of licensure for professional engineers and surveyors
is terminated on July 1, 2011 pursuant to the Sunset Act. The board shall continue to operate according to the provisions
of the Engineering and Surveying Practice Act until July 1, 2012. Effective July 1, 2012, the Engineering and Surveying
Practice Act is repealed.”]
This is now a hot ticket item as it comes up before the next legislative session in the new year. Please forward any of your
comments or concerns to our Board Members to ensure that this Act is renewed for the next period. This is important
to the profession as a whole, not only to be represented by the State Board on legislative issues, but also to be seen as
a unified profession in the eyes of the public, protecting their health and welfare as true professionals. There have been
ramblings from various sources on the merits of professional surveyors falling under a statutory board of their own,
which could be a costly affair to maintain without the support of the larger engineering faculty, so it behoves us to think
this through and to put our best interests forward.
There has been a number of changes to the roster of the State Board as of June 2010 and one of those changes has been
the loss of Charles Atwell, Public Member, of Santa Fe, who served in various capacities on the Board and as I understand
it, did an outstanding job especially in carrying the interests of the Surveying community at heart. Salvador Vigil, PS,
Past Chairman of the Professional Surveyors Committee is now secretary of the Board. Augusta Meyers, Public Member,
from Albuquerque, was also appointed by Governor Richardson to serve on the Board.
At a recent Board of Directors meeting of NMPS a committee was established to look into machine control and surface
modeling. Justin Miller, Vice President, has volunteered his services as chairman of this committee and I would imagine
he would welcome any help from our membership in bringing forward our collective ideas as NMPS to the State Board
regarding Standards etc. Preparing an accurate model of the existing site conditions before the actual design begins is
the most important step if the project is to get off on the right foot. Once the design is known we need to know how to
produce and present these models to the contractor who utilizes the machine control software and hardware to build the
proposed layout on the ground. There is some serious debate as to the role of surveyors in the whole process of developing the model, providing the control parameters to be able to stake out the model and the actual staking. Hopefully this
committee can come up with some direction on this matter as regarding the surveying aspect. Once again it seems that
technology is replacing the traditional role of the surveyor on the construction site and we need to see how any new licensing laws will impact the process and at the same time protect the public welfare.
We also welcome Cliff Wilkie, Chief Surveyor, City of Albuquerque to this issue and his insight and intimate knowledge
of the Albuquerque Real Time GNSS Network (ARTGN). He certainly gives us a lot to think about and provides us with
some future strategies that are being implemented throughout the nation.
Thanks to Tim Burrows, Cooper Aerial Surveys Co. for the amazing pictures to be found in this issue of Benchmarks,
and look out for more in future issues.
Barry

Editorial Policy
Benchmarks is published bimonthly by New Mexico Professional Surveyors. Unless copyrighted, articles may be reprinted in other professional publications provided that proper attribution is made to the
author and to this publication. All submissions are welcome and should be made directly to the editor
at barryphillips.pls@gmail.com. Submission of an article does not guarantee publication. We reserve
the right to edit all submitted material, and no material will be returned. The opinions expressed are
those of the author and are not necessarily those of NMPS, its officers, members, or associates.
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Parol Testimony
by
Knud E. Hermansen*
P.L.S., P.E., Ph.D., Esq.

Parol testimony or verbal testimony is an important source of information for retracing boundaries. Few
surveyors would ignore a landowner who describes how to find the corner monument or the elderly resident
who shows where the corner tree once stood. Yet, not all parol testimony should be considered. There are
four hurdles to be considered before relying on parol testimony.
Useful
The first hurdle is that the parol testimony be useful. The testimony should advance the surveyor’s efforts
at arriving at an opinion.
Of course, there is often parol information that is not useful. All surveyors are familiar with landowners
who want to talk but do not provide useful information. Most surveyors have experienced a landowner who
tags along with the survey crew and maintains a constant flow of questions and gossip about the neighborhood. This later parol testimony is not useful and not helpful.
Acceptable
The second hurdle is that the parol testimony be acceptable. The parol testimony must be of a source and
circumstance that the testimony would more likely than not be used by other competent surveyors in the
same or similar situation. This hurdle is codified in the Federal and many state rules of evidence as the
following sample illustrates:
The facts or data in the particular case upon which an expert bases an opinion or inference may be those
perceived by or made known to the expert at or before the hearing. If of a type reasonably relied upon by
experts in the particular field in forming opinions or inferences upon the subject, the facts or data need not
be admissible in evidence in order for the opinion or inference to be admitted. Facts or data that are otherwise inadmissible shall not be disclosed to the jury by the proponent of the opinion or inference unless the
court determines that their probative value in assisting the jury to evaluate the expert’s opinion substantially
outweighs their prejudicial effect. (Underline mine) Federal Rules of Evidence, Rule 703.

It is important for the surveyor to understand that the standard for acceptance is measured against what
other reasonable surveyors would do, not what one particular surveyor would do. Put in other words, if
most surveyors would readily use the testimony, it is acceptable to use. If only a few (minority) of surveyors
would use the testimony, it is not acceptable to use under the rules of evidence.
Admissible
As the last part in the underline portion of the previous quote states, not all parol testimony the surveyor
finds useful and acceptable to aid in retracing a boundary will be admissible in court (nor does it need to
be). However, parol testimony that is not admissible yet forms the basis of the surveyor’s opinion could
place the surveyor in a difficult position – the surveyor has an opinion but can’t disclose how the opinion
was reached. The result is the surveyor on the witness stand can provide an opinion but the foundation of
the opinion is deemed inadmissible and therefore the surveyor’s opinion is suspect.
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As a general rule, parol testimony will not be admissible where parol testimony will contradict, vary or
change the written terms of the contract, agreement, or deed (known as the parol evidence rule). Conversely, parol testimony is generally admissible to aid in the construction, clarification, or interpretation
of an ambiguity in the deed or when a deed description is applied to the site. Parol testimony may be used
to explain that which is not clear or a latent ambiguity such as the meaning of words and site conditions
at the time of conveyance.
For example, parol testimony is not admissible to prove the corner tree is a maple contrary to the deed
description that cites an oak to be a monument to the corner. On the other hand, parol testimony is acceptable to show which of two oaks is the one intended by the deed to mark the corner.
Therefore, parol testimony is generally admissible to identify the monument cited in the deed, explain its
disappearance, show its former location, and show a replacement is in the position of the original, to name
a few applications of parol testimony. Also, parol testimony can be used to show elements of equitable
claims or defenses such as acquiescence, practical location, and adverse possession.
Credible
The final hurdle is that the parol testimony be credible. Credibility does not prevent the information from
being accepted as evidence. The credibility affects how the information is perceived by the judge, jury,
arbiter, etc.
The lack of credibility, I believe, is the most common deficiency of parol testimony used by surveyors.
Many surveyors claim not to be an advocate for their client, yet accept, rely, and adopt parol statements
from the client or the client’s witnesses that lack credibility. Therefore the surveyor becomes an extension
of the advocacy of their client or client’s attorney.
There are three elements involved in determining the credibility of parol statements: 1) The person making
a statement would be unaffected by the outcome of the decision. 2) The person would or has some basis for
the knowledge sufficient to “sear” the knowledge into memory. 3) When the memory of the witness was
formed or the memory recounted there was no actual or an appearance of bias at the time.
Unaffected: The first element of credibility requires that the person making a statement be unaffected by
the outcome of the decision. This element would generally make any statements by the client or neighboring
property owner suspect. Both the client and neighbor stand to gain if their statements were accepted and
relied upon. Even prior owners are suspect if they gave a warranty deed and may be called upon to defend
their warranty should the boundaries not reside where they claim the boundaries reside.
There is one exception to this element of credibility. The exception is when the statement of the witness is
against the interest of the witness. For example, if the client were to agree with the neighbor’s assertions
regarding the former location of a boundary stone, the client’s testimony regarding the stone’s location
would be judged credible since it is a statement against their interest.
Basis for Knowledge: The second element affecting the credibility of a parol statement requires the witness have some basis for their knowledge sufficient to “burn the knowledge” into their memory. The basis
for the knowledge must be such that logic and experience would compel a reasonable person to believe
the witness would remember the facts they testify about. Was there something unique or noteworthy that
would cause the witness to remember or retain the knowledge in their memory? In the instance of a corner
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location, it is often insufficient for a witness to merely state they remember there was a corner pin at a
certain location. The witness must be able to relate their memory gained in the past to an existing location
on the ground in a manner that is logical, reasonable, and trustworthy.
“The pin was right at the top of the ditch and the ditch hasn’t moved.” “I watched my dad put a stone right
on the old stump and after the stump decayed that stone was still there.”
Consider an 83 year old witness who insists that she remembers the location of a pin she saw in her cousin’s
yard when she was 12 years old. That statement without some other supporting information is not credible because logic and experience suggest that 12 year old children have trouble remembering to feed the
dog that day, let alone the location of a corner pin the elderly witness saw 70 years earlier. However, it is
believable that the 85 year old witness can remember the location of the corner pin if she recounts that the
pin was under a tree branch she fell out of when playing in the tree at age 12 and the corner pin injured her
very badly when she landed on it. The tree and severe injury is something that a reasonable person would
believe someone could remember many decades later. Since the tree and the branch the witness climbed
on still stands, the witness is able to accurately place where the pin stood 70 years previously.
Of course knowledge gained last week does not need the same intensity of experience (if any) in order to
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accurately recount the knowledge. On the other hand, knowledge gained a decade ago would require some
extraordinary experience to retain a credible memory.
Impartial: The disposition, temperament, or bias of the person when the memory was created or the statement is made also forms an element of credibility. Statements by close friends and family of the client or
neighbor are suspect. Also, witnesses who were angry or emotional to the extent their judgment may be
impartial or biased against or for a party may hurt the credibility of the witness.
Documenting parol testimony using an affidavit should incorporate the criteria that was discussed previously.
Affidavit of Leroy Cameron
My name is Leroy F. Cameron. I am 62 years old. I reside at 3049 Ames Lane in the town of
Lincolnville.
From the age of 9 until I was 18 years old and went into the service, I lived at what is
known as the Wooster farm. The Wooster farm was owned by my grandparents during the
time I lived there.
At the southeast corner of the farm there was a large oak tree with three blazes. I spent
hours sitting in a tree stand that I built in this tree to hunt deer. I spent countless hours in
this tree and shot several deer that came to eat acorns at this tree. From this tree I could see
down a woods lane in one direction and along a fence-row in another direction.
Recently, I returned to the location of the oak tree. From the alignment of the woods lane
and remains of a fence-row, I was able to determine the former location of the oak tree. A
month ago, I placed a pile of six to 12 inch diameter stones at the location of the oak and
indicated this location to Sarah Kener, a surveyor.
While I have often met the person who owns the Wooster farm and the neighboring property, I am not related or know them outside this occasional meeting that occurs while hunting.
I continue to hunt on this farm and the neighboring property.
Dated the 3rd day of August 2010.

Leroy
Cameron
Leroy Cameron
This article has focused on parol testimony, yet many of the criteria would also apply to other forms of extrinsic evidence. The age, loss of information over time, and unreliability of the surviving information often
do not allow the surveyor to be very discriminating as to the information the surveyor uses. Yet, where there
is conflicting information, including parol testimony, the surveyor must be prepared to critically examine
the parol testimony before relying on it or making it superior to other possibly more reliable evidence. Δ
* Knud is a professor in the Surveying Engineering Technology program at the University of Maine
and operates a consulting firm specializing in boundaries, real estate title, easements, alternate dispute
resolution, professional liability, and land development.
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LAND USE AND SURVEY SYSTEMS IN COSTA RICA
Franklin E. Wilson

Introduction
Mankind has always explored and colonized in search of productive farmland which is essential to life.
This story is about purchasing a coffee plantation in Costa Rica and the contrasts and similarities between
the land ownership and survey systems of New Mexico and Costa Rica. Because most readers are familiar
with New Mexico this story will speak mostly of Costa Rica.
Original Inhabitants
Prior to the Spanish conquest, both New Mexico and Costa Rica were occupied by the Native American.
The original inhabitants of Central America used measurement and surveying for layout of roads, irrigation
and buildings. There were no property taxes and so there were no boundary surveys for determination of
area, or determination of value for taxation. Ownership was held in common by the tribe or by the chief.
History
Costa Rica was settled by Spanish immigrants who sailed direct from Spain to the Caribbean in the
early1500’s. There were very few Natives occupying areas on the Caribbean and Pacific Coasts. The
Spaniards moved away from the coast to the Central Highlands – a grand mesa of fertile farmland with a
perfect climate. For the new settlers, Costa Rica was paradise.
The Spanish brought their surveyors and laid out towns with plazas, parks, and broad avenues. Empresairios
sold lots, built homes, businesses and public buildings. Farmers were given farmland and began to plant the
crops and orchards necessary to sustain their community. Costa Rica was a Spanish colony and emphasis
was given to returning a profit to Spain. Because there was no mineral wealth as in other colonies, the
colonists planted and harvested crops that could be exported for profit. A survey and ownership system
was developed that would insure the uncontested ownership of property and a method for taxation.
Survey System
The Subdivision in the towns and cities are often 100 meter square blocks with 14 meter wide roads.
These are established by a subdivision map or plat with several blocks or even several square kilometers
established with one document. This provided clear definition of the dimensions and area of each lot. In
the rural areas a different procedure was necessary as the land was first cleared, planted and then boundaries were established. Because metal and wire were scarce, often the boundaries were marked by stone and
slashes on trees. The settlers marked boundaries by replanting native plants in a straight line. These trees
become living fences that the adjoining owners maintain.
Mapping was needed to identify the location and quantity of land contained in each farm. The system
used in rural areas is metes and bounds that calls out each bearing course usually as azimuth and distance
in meters. The adjoiners are called out with the landowner’s name or as a public road and river. Because
of the abundant rainfall, many parcels border a river.
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Registro Nacional de Costa Rica
All of Costa Rica’s records are kept in San Jose, the capital city, at the Registro Nacional (National Regis
try). Personal information, movable property information and real estate records are all recorded here.
The information is accessible by anyone who has internet service or who appears in person. You can view
the ownership information, the number of a farm (finca), and any past or pending actions that would affect
the property.
The transfer of deeds and ownership is based on a first filed system so when you purchase you must act
quickly to record your documents. There have been more than a few cases where unscrupulous sellers
would convey the property to more than one purchaser.
Purchase and Closing
In most real estate transactions an attorney who is also a Notary Public will prepare a Purchase Agreement.
This document identifies the parties to the transaction, the property description, the consideration to be paid
and any disclosures the Seller is willing to make. The Buyer is responsible for his own due diligence.
Transfer of Title
The transfer of title occurs in the Protocol (the log book) of the attorney. The Protocol entry is given a
number in series and the transfer information is hand written directly onto the page. Both the Seller’s and
Buyer’s name and identification number (for an individual it is the passport or national identification card,
for a corporation it is the corporate identification number), property information such as the farm number,
adjacent owners, area, type of property, type and number of buildings, and sales price are all noted.
The price is important to the National Government because there is a national transfer tax of 2.5%. Attorney’s fees and title insurance are also a percentage of the sales price. The future property taxes will also
be based on the sale price.
Road Rights of Way and Utility Easements
The width of road rights-of-way vary depending on classification as international, national, state and local. Private improvements that facilitate access, such as driveways and drainage structures are allowed
in the public right-of-way. Also located within the rights-of-way are the public telephone, electric and
telecommunications, including internet, as well as the private utilities. Water systems in farming areas
are municipal or community and usually the main lines are located within the right-of-way. Recent extensions of electric transmission lines have required the electric utility to acquire right- of-way through the
condemnation process similar to the process in the United States. One notable difference is that in Costa
Rica the high voltage lines sometimes pass directly over homes.
Water Consession
As in much of the world, water is a valuable asset to any farm. For six months of each year there is adequate
rainfall, then for the remaining six months there is little rain, however, there are many year round springs
that supply rivers. The subject farm has a water concession to take water from the adjacent river at a rate
of 30 gallons per minute which is adequate for irrigation of approximately 500 fruit trees. The quarterly
renewal fee for the license is about 10 cents or $0.40 per year.
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Property Taxes
Property taxes are collected by the Canton (County) in which the property is located.. Taxes are historically low in rural areas at about 0.15% of assessed value. Also, a home which is not complete is exempt
from property tax. This encourages some to complete the roof and exterior walls, but forego finishing the
interior details.
Land Use Regulations
Until a few years ago Costa Rica’s land use regulations were generally by private restrictions placed in
a deed or in Protective Covenants in a subdivision. These have been difficult to enforce as the Judicial
System moves slowly and new landowners have difficulty believing that a former owner can regulate their
property once it is owned. With the large migration of North America and European immigrants, the attitude
is changing. Many landowners, both foreign and nationals want their property investment to be protected
and the method most often used is the Condominiums Declaration. This method allows the recording of
bylaws that clearly define the rights and obligations of the developer and landowner.
The local and national regulations control size, building setbacks, lot frontages, number of lots allowed
for length and width of roadway, and the protection of shoreline, wetlands, water courses and of water
sources.
The counties and municipalities also have building and planning departments staffed by a professional engineer or licensed architect. Their job is to interpret the local and national codes and ordinances that apply
to construction and land use, which happen to be as sophisticated as those found here in New Mexico.
Costa Rica has numerous earthquakes every year and torrential rains every winter that cause the loss of
homes and buildings. The requirement to build a floating foundation that enables a building to move as
a unit applies to all new construction. The government also requires that all rivers have a 15 meter to 50
meter setback to both protect the watershed and to avoid loss of life and property due to flooding.
National Environmental Protection
As a world renowned destination for Eco Tourism, Costa Rica has a reputation to uphold. The forward
looking government of the 1970’s set aside vast areas of land and ocean as reserves and National Parks.
This trend was followed by successive administrations with widespread encouragement from international
organizations. There are government programs that encourage the planting of trees on former grazing land
by paying the land owner. This is helpful to reforest large sections of the country.
After agriculture, the tourist industry produces more income than any other sector of the economy. To
maintain an environment that attracts tourists many resorts, hotels and tourist destinations have set aside
large tracts of land as nature preserves. The current trend is to acquire properties adjacent to existing preserves or National Parks, therefore, multiplying the effect of the areas previously set aside.
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NEW !

The 2009 BLM Manual of Surveying
Instructions

BUY YOUR COPY TODAY!

Shop www.holmans.com
Holman's, Inc.
6201 Jefferson St. NE
Albuquerque, NM 87109
Phone 505-449-3800

Reg. $125.00 Sale Price $99.95 pplluuss aapppplliiccaabbllee ttaaxx..
PPrriiccee iiss ssuubbjjeecctt ttoo cchhaannggee.. LLiim
miitteedd qquuaannttiittiieess

Conclusion
Often we believe that the systems we use at home are superior to those in use in other domains. This perception is common when people don’t take the time to look for the similarities of these different systems.
The desire and willingness to protect the quality of life through wise use of our land is essential to those
generations that will follow no matter where we live. Stability in land ownership and land use is the foundation to a substantial planet. It is reassuring to know that a small country in the developing world is very
much in step with what has become the standard in other parts of the world. Δ
Franklin E. Wilson is a professional surveyor, a licensed contractor, a real estate broker, and a certified
small water systems operator. He has developed properties in New Mexico and Costa Rica.
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Western Federation of Professional Surveyors
Report on the Board of Directors meeting June 12, 2010
WFPS New Mexico Delegates Kery Greiner and Gary Eidson
WFPS Board of Directors meetings are held 3 times a year usually in January, June and September. Following each meeting this article will appear in Benchmarks highlighting various points of interest. We
encourage everyone to log onto the NMPS website and go to the WFPS page to read the full reports by
each state, committees and other correspondence which are discussed at the meetings.
WFPS has $7,200 a year available for academic scholarships. Please visit the WFPS website at WFPS.
org to download an application. WFPS has awarded $60,800 since 2002 and the recipients can be viewed
on the WFPS website.
In addition to the academic scholarships WFPS earmarks $3000 in discretionary funds per year through
their budgetary cycle in support of worthy causes. WFPS Guidelines for Financial Assistance is included
in the June 12, 2010 meeting reports or contact the delegates for a copy. These requests are made directly
through your WFPS delegate who will present the application at the next Board of Directors meeting for
consideration. At the past meeting $1,000 was donated to the North American Land Surveyors “Koo Koo
Sint” Canoe Team. A full report of the request can be viewed at the WFPS page on the NMPS website.
WFPS has donated $2,500 dollars to the Four Corners Marker fund. With assistance of NSPS and surrounding state societies, (NMPS also donated $2,500), special granite monuments are being constructed
to be installed as part of the restoration of the Four Corners tourist area. These monuments will provide
an informational display that will provide facts about the survey of the Four Corners position. They will
be installed in conjunction with the September 17, 2010 reopening ceremony.
WFPS is interested in and will discuss and offer assistance to the 13 member states on any issues within
their state which they may struggle with. If you have items of interest which do not show up in our state
report please do not hesitate to contact the New Mexico delegates. Δ

Ty Trammell, LSIT
Survey Sales

2031 Candelaria Rd, NE
Albuquerque, NM 87107
ty@servco1.com

TOLL FREE
PHONE
FAX
CELL

WWW.SERVCO1.COM
67.100.251.179/30001

800-938-0609
505-345-1097
505-345-3499
575-921-3779
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412 N. Dal Paso
Hobbs, NM 88240
Tel: (575) 393-3117
Fax: (575) 393-3450
www.jwsc.biz
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Real Time GNSS Networks

-What They Are, Historic Development, Impact on SurveyingCliff Wilkie

--- Overview --Real Time Networks are pretty user-friendly. You simply get out of your vehicle and start surveying. You don’t
have to fool with a base station. No more shuffling through datasheets to find a nearby control point, reconnaissance for a station with unobstructed sky visibility and clear line of sight to the jobsite. No need to set up
the unit in the morning and tear it down in the evening. No more searching for an open frequency. It’s pretty
much, just get out of the vehicle, connect to the internet and go to it.
Real Time GNSS Networks (RTN) have been part of the surveying scene in New Mexico for close to four years.
There are currently four in operation within the State, and like their counterparts throughout the world, all offer
the same advantages to the local surveyor using Real Time Kinematic (RTK) methods. The user maintained
RTK base station and radio link is replaced by a network of three or more continuously operated base stations.
The user retrieves data from this network using a mobile phone linked to the internet rather than through a user
maintained radio link. Otherwise, there is not much difference.
There are various types and sizes of networks, but all consist of three or more base stations that cover a much
larger area than can be covered by a single RTK base station. Area coverages vary tremendously throughout
the world. There are networks covering individual cities, counties, entire states, multi-state areas and quite a
few that cover entire countries.
While different manufacturers of network software offer technically different methods of positioning the end
user, all methods share fundamental characteristics that overshadow the internal software differences. All use a
network of continuously operating base stations that operate on points with previously established high-accuracy
positions. The network software does not position the rover. Instead it quantifies the inherent errors in the
measurements from the satellites to the receivers in the area covered by the network of base stations. These
quantified errors can be used, in various manners, to generate network base station datasets that replace those
that would otherwise come from a user maintained base station. This same network capability also enables the
end user to generate satisfactory RTK positions at distances much further from the base stations than the typical distances from a user maintained single base station. This last feature enables network operators to cover
a given area with far fewer base stations spaced further apart than could be done with older RTK methods. So
the end user gets RTK positioning without having to put up a base station, and the network operator can set up
a network at a much lower cost than older RTK methods because far fewer base stations are needed since they
can be placed much further apart. The overall cost of using RTK positioning just dropped in price by a large
amount, at least potentially…
--- Historical Development --Real Time networks first began appearing in Europe about 2000. There are now well over two hundred
operating throughout the world. It’s a bit difficult to accurately pin down the history and the final count,
but the first networks popped up in Germany and Switzerland around 2000. Japan followed soon thereafter and now has a network that covers the entire country with 1200 base stations. The Sapos network in
Germany was also one of the first to cover an entire country. They quickly proved their value and proliferated
rapidly. Ten years later it is more difficult to find a developed country that is not covered by a network. Quite a few
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lesser developed regions are covered as well. There are nationwide networks in Germany, the United Kingdom,
Ireland, Italy, Greece, The Netherlands, Czech Republic, Estonia, Slovenia, Poland, France, Taiwan, South
Africa, Singapore, Japan, South Korea, Puerto Rico and the Virgin Islands. Urban areas are covered in Canada,
China, Russia and Australia just to mention a few.
Real Time Networks got to the United States a few years after their start elsewhere, but the growth rate has been
astonishing. Some of the early networks were in Seattle, Minnesota, Wisconsin and Ohio. Now they seem to
be everywhere, even filling in the empty areas of the western part of the country. Most of the mid-Atlantic region is covered by a multi-state network. There are statewide networks in Florida, Georgia, Mississippi, North
Carolina, South Carolina, Iowa and Indiana, Tennessee, Utah, Washington, and much of Texas, Louisiana, and
urban parts of Colorado, California, Arizona, Oregon, and New Mexico. New Mexico has two overlapping
networks centered on the Albuquerque metropolitan area as well as a network in Las Cruces and a small area
coverage creeping up into New Mexico from the network in El Paso, Texas. Many areas now have two or
more overlapping networks covering the same area. There are probably quite a few areas I have missed as it
is difficult to keep up with the growth and no central data source where they all can be found. Regardless, the
astonishing growth worldwide in merely ten years clearly indicates that Real Time Networks have proven value
for positioning in surveying as well as other applications.
--- How they work --There is perhaps too much made of the different types of networks and not enough clarification about their
similarities. In many significant ways, there really isn’t that much difference between the two predominant types
of networks. Currently there are two primary types, but, from the user end, they both provide RTK positioning
results without the base station hassle. So from the end user view, there really isn’t much difference. Even the
differences in positioning methods implemented by the software are not nearly as great as is often depicted.
There have been perhaps four methods during the development phase of RTN’s but now that the dust is beginning to settle there are only two methods left in widespread use: Virtual Reference Station (VRS) systems and
systems based in RTCM 3.1.
Both methods share common fundamental aspects. Both approaches are built of a network of continuously
operating base stations on points of known high accuracy positions and both leverage these high accuracy positions through double difference processing of carrier phase measurements to produce base station datasets that
enable the end-user to transfer the high accuracy of the base station position to a user selected random position
relative to the base station position. So far this is in no significant way different from RTK positioning with a
user base-station.
Where Real Time Networks begin to differ from RTK is in how the system deals with the random and inherently
changing errors in the code and phase measurements that are the fundamental observations of GPS positioning.
These error sources, or “biases”, derive from the following sources:
satellite clock errors
receiver clock errors
doppler shifted phase ambiguity bias
tropospheric error
ionospheric error
antenna multipath error
a small amount of left over system noise
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Typical RTK positions from a user base station eliminate these errors ultimately using a double-difference of
the observables that are set up in a clever manner so that these errors, except for the ambiguities and multipath,
cancel each other. The satellite and receiver clock errors cancel perfectly regardless of the distance between the
base and rover stations. However, the success of the atmospheric error canceling is dependent on the distance
between the base and rover. The doppler shifted carrier phase ambiguities are fixed to integer values using an
entirely separate process that has nothing to do with difference canceling. Multipath error, at least at the rover,
cannot be modeled so is ignored and minimized by judicious field procedures.
So a major aspect of RTN’s is how they deal with atmospheric errors. Using a differencing approach, atmospheric
errors will cancel when the rover unit is within a reasonable distance of the base station. A safe “reasonable”
distance is ten kilometers. Sometimes this can be pushed to twenty kilometers or even more depending on how
stable the atmosphere is. The assumption behind the cancellation process is that the atmosphere through which
the GPS signal travels is pretty much the same at the base as it is at the rover. So the signal is “slowed down”
by the troposphere and the ionosphere the same amount at both receivers. Since the satellites are about 22,000
kilometers away (approximately three times the radius of the earth) and the two receivers are relatively close
together, this is a safe assumption. In other words the atmospheric delay of a signal from a satellite 22,000
kilometers out in space to a receiver on the ground is about the same for both receivers if they are no more than
ten kilometers apart. Often even more than ten kilometer interstation spacing will provide pretty much the
same atmospheric delays to the signal. However, as interstation distances are made greater, at some point the
atmospheric differences will become significantly different and the cancellation process will no longer work
well enough. Then several epochs of RTK data are not enough to produce a satisfactory position at the rover
and static positioning with more epochs and different mathematical approaches are necessary. So typical RTK
procedures with a user maintained base station are limited to interstation spacing from base to rover of ten to
twenty or so kilometers. This limit is primarily imposed by the atmospheric errors in the measurements.
Real Time Networks deal with these atmospheric errors in a different manner that offers significant advantages
over the single base-rover approach of RTK. Having several base stations spread over a broad spatial extent
enables the software of the system to use the double differencing process in a manner that is quite different
from the above and ultimately enables the rover unit to be much further than ten kilometers from the network
base stations. Typical RTK procedures described above use the double difference error canceling method
combined with the high accuracy of the base station coordinates to generate a rover position that is of similar
high accuracy relative to the base. (Hence the original term “relative” positioning). RTN’s instead use the
known high accuracy positions of the base stations to enable the software to estimate or “quantify” the magnitude of the atmospheric errors. In other words the “unknown” quantities in RTK positioning are the xyz of the
unknown rover position along with the atmospheric errors. With an RTN network of base stations on known
positions, there are no more unknown xyz base station positions so instead of having to generate xyz positions
for unknown stations, the mathematical process can be re-directed towards quantifying the atmospheric errors
at any of the base stations. With these error magnitudes known rather than unknown quantities, the cancellation process is no longer necessary and baselines can be, in various manners, successfully generated that are
much longer than ten kilometers.
Another way to look at it would be to consider each network base station as a single base and all the other base
stations as rovers. With continuous static observations, satisfactory coordinates could be generated for all the
other bases from any one of the bases. So, once the entire network has been running for a satisfactory time span,
the system will have satisfactory positions on all the base stations relative to each other. With knowledge of
these “answers” the mathematics of the software can be directed away from positioning of unknown positions
and towards quantifying what is not known. What is not known happens to be the atmospheric errors. These
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can be quantified at all the base stations of the network. Interpolation processes can be used to estimate these
same errors anywhere within the “box” enclosed by the base station. Extrapolation processes can be used, to a
surprising extent, to estimate the same in areas outside of the box to the ten kilometer limit or more. So with a
method of modeling atmospheric errors and breaking the ten kilometer limit, base stations can be spread much
further apart and RTK positions can be generated much further than ten kilometers away from the network
base stations.
How these final rover positions are generated differs depending on which of the two types of networks the rover
happens to be in. One type of network creates a non-physical, “imaginary” or “virtual” base station very near
the rover and the other simply uses the quantified atmospheric errors to successfully compute longer baselines
without the need of the cancelation process.
The older of the two processes generates a dummy set of base station observations for a so-called “virtual” base
station very near the position of the rover. The nearby rover position is simply an “autonomous” or pseudorange position of the rover that is sent via the internet to the processing system of the network. These dummy
observations from the satellites to the autonomous position include the atmospheric error estimates that normally
would be in the measurements if an actual base station were occupying the pseudorange position. The dummy
observations are sent to the rover unit. The rover unit processes these measurements with its own simultaneous
measurements to generate a very short baseline from the autonomous position to the rover position. It doesn’t
really make any difference to the rover processing engine that the measurements come from an imaginary or
actual base station. The software processes the data in the same manner either way. Of course this baseline is
quite accurate because the atmospheric error canceling process works well with a short baseline.
The basic concept of this approach was first presented to the world by Herbert Landau at an international
geodetic conference in Brazil in the 90’s. He was, at that time, partial owner/employee of TerraSat a software
company in Germany. Shortly thereafter TerraSat developed and marketed software that would implement this
process. At about the same time another German company, Geo++ did the same thing. Not long afterwards,
Spectra Precision absorbed TerraSat and began selling systems to the public using this Virtual Reference Station
(VRS) approach that had been developed by TerraSat. In 2000 Trimble purchased Spectra Precision and Herbert
Landau became an employee of Trimble. Trimble patented the concept developed by Landau and copyrighted
the label ©VRS. In 2004 Topcon jumped into the market with their version of the process. Their original
software engine incorporated the embedded VRS engine developed by Geo++. Later Topcon developed their
own processing software through a development team headed by Clyde Goad in Columbus, Ohio. Because of
this rather intricate history of near simultaneous development by different companies that were soon absorbed
by other companies and the ultimate patenting and copyrighting of the process by Trimble, the mathematical
details of each manufacturer’s process have become shrouded in mystery and become totally unavailable to the
end user as well as the network operator. The various manufacturers are each claiming a unique and proprietary approach to the esoterica of their process. So no one really knows how similar or different the various
processes actually are, but they are all obviously similar in a general manner. With this mystery surrounding
the details of these processing engines, the end user as well as network operator is left pushing the buttons and
using a system whose fundamental mathematical processes are veiled in an obfuscating cloud of proprietary
claims backed by implied and overt threats of dire legal repercussions.
Fortunately, the systems all work anyway. One does get RTK positioning accuracy using any of these positions
even if the user does not know all the fine points of the mathematical processes that were used to generate the
positions. All the original RTNs were based in the VRS approach and most, or at least many, currently operating today are still of this type. They work extremely well and the end user can certainly confirm positioning
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accuracy using various independent methods of redundancy. This enables the end user to safely confirm that
their positions are where they think and need them to be and that they are within a measurable and verifiable
degree of accuracy. However, professionals do not like to use systems that they do not reasonably understand.
The angst ridden claims and counter-claims of various manufacturers about who developed, “owns” and has
exclusive rights to the non-physical base station approach casts a pall on the entire approach. It does not appeal to anyone and certainly does nothing to enhance the appeal of the non-physical base station systems. So a
door was easily opened towards development of a more open system with no secrets. RTN development turned
ineluctably towards an “open-source” system based in the generic RTCM 3.1 format.
The Leica company seemed to be the primary driving force pushing the international Radio Technical Commission For Maritime Services (RTCM) (http://www.rtcm.org/) towards development of a network RTCM
format; however, all the major manufacturers were involved and, in fact, all the major manufacturers either offer
or are close to offering network software add-ons that function using the RTCM 3.1 format. It is too early to
say if this trend will persist, but the generic and open RTCM 3.1 format is a breath of fresh air and does seem
to be the wave of the future. Fortunately, as stated above, the previous systems work fine so I don’t see any
bumps in the road towards a smooth transition to networks based in RTCM 3.1. And perhaps we will always
continue with both types of system in place. Both systems seem to work equally well with the only problem
being the lack of knowledge of the mathematical process behind the virtual or non-physical base station approaches. Regardless, both methods are in wide use and will continue that way for quite a while. It is essential
to understand something about both types if a user is considering using networks especially if the usage will
be in various areas perhaps covered by different networks. The end-user has to have a rover system that will
work in both systems if he plans to use both types.
The details of the RTCM 3.1 format are publically available; however, these format details are not what make
the mathematical process more openly available. There simply seem to be more technical papers written and
readily available about how this open format is used mathematically to produce positions.
The major differences:
Network to rover baselines come from actual base stations
Atmospheric error modeling is handled differently
Base lines can be much longer than ten kilometers yet still produce satisfactory RTK accuracy at the rover
position
All the actual processing is done at the rover rather than being shared by the network and rover processing
facility.
Since the atmospheric errors in and around the network coverage area have been quantified by the system, the
error cancellation process of these two error sources does not need to be used. The same double differencing
is used but these errors no longer need to be equal so they will cancel. If the errors at base and rover happen
to be very nearly equal they will cancel anyway. If not, the difference is a known quantity that can be mathematically accounted for. Along with great improvements in the mathematics of integer ambiguity fixing, RTK
baselines can be generated that are much longer than 10 kilometers. The “reasonable” distance still depends
on atmospheric stability, but satisfactory baselines are routinely generated in RTCM 3.1 networks that are in
the 20 – 40 kilometer range and sometimes further. So the networks based in the RTCM 3.1 approach also
allow much greater interstation spacing between the base stations than if the older RTK approaches are used.
Again, this has more of an impact on the network cost than on the end-user method of use. To the end-user, it
is simply a rover position with accuracy equivalent to older RTK methods.
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There are significant differences at the rover end but they involve the rover hardware/software and are pretty
much transparent to the end-user. ALL the information about the network observables as well as adequate metadata is sent from the network, through the internet, to the rover unit for processing. There doesn’t need to be
a two-way communication from the rover to the network, although this may be needed for ancillary purposes.
RTCM 3.1 lays out a very compact form of sending all the simultaneous measurements from all the surrounding base stations to the rover. Along with it are all the metadata about antenna types, base station names and
high-accuracy coordinate positions of all the nearby base stations. It’s quite a bit of data, but the format seems
to do an admirable job of compaction that enables it to all work at satisfactory transmission speeds. With all
the data at the rover, the rover software can do as it likes to generate a position for the rover unit. Normally this
involves all the generation of atmospheric error quantities, fixing ambiguities to a “common integer level” and
finally producing a baseline vector from one of the surrounding base station to the rover unit using the doubledifferencing process. It’s quite a bit of processing and requires a much more powerful processing engine. On
the other hand all GPS RTK rover systems currently out there already have at least the major components necessary to double difference positions using the VRS systems. The internet connectivity capability is the only
extra needed. Quite a bit of added rover processing horsepower is necessary for these same systems to work
with RTCM 3.1 networks. Fortunately this added capability can now be purchased for all the major manufacturers as well as most of the third party survey controller manufacturers. The amount of this extra cost, if any,
depends on which type of rover system is used. It is of paramount importance for potential network users to
realize that you need both capabilities if you intend to use both kinds of networks.
Hopefully all the discussion about differences in networks points to the factor that is of major importance to
the end-user: local end-user support for whatever platform is being used at the rover end on the network. The
overall process involves GPS technology, the internet and mobile phones. All three of these distinct components
need satisfactory user support or the system won’t work for the end-user. The network operator must be able
to clearly explain what formats the network is broadcasting, what datum the observations are in and the details
of the connectivity parameters to connect to the system through the internet. Usually this is done through a
website or telephone support. While the network operator should be knowledgeable about these aspects of the
system, the network operator cannot possibly know the details of the software of the various systems that might
be used to connect to the system. These support details fall over to the local mobile phone service provider
and the local support for the GNSS rover unit as well as its survey controller. As we all know, software buttons
and whistles vary significantly from one system to another and connecting to networks is relatively new stuff.
So the user will usually need some help in getting their particular system connected. Usually the GNSS rover
support will also be able to spell out the details of the mobile phone connection parameters, but not necessarily. Regardless, the mobile phone connection parameters have to be resolved in some way for the system to
work for the end user. With third-party survey controllers other unknowns come into the picture. The ultimate
responsibility for resolving these details will fall on the manufacturer of the third-party product.
Fortunately, in most instances, these various aspects of connectivity are usually not a big problem for the enduser. Most networks operators have websites that have some or all of the above information. Local vendors
and support is usually quite good. In general, throughout the country, there usually seems to be a sense of
cooperation that makes it easy for the end-user to get up and running in a short time. However, things are
different from one place to another and it is wise for the potential user to be aware of these different areas of
support responsibility and ask other local network users how to approach resolving these issues. Without good
local support, it can be difficult to get satisfactory performance out of RTN network positioning.
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--- The Future --Two growth trends are currently playing out that will clearly have a significant impact on the long term use of
networks. One trend will perhaps decide whether networks will be operated by government entities or private
enterprise. Both approaches are currently widespread. It is too early to say if one trend will dominate in the
long run or if the situation will continue with the current mixed approach.
A second related trend concerns who the users of network will be and the nature of their needs. Networks
were originally envisioned as technologies to support land surveying applications. This use is certainly still
important but, particularly in some areas of the country, is no longer the primary usage. Two other applications
dominate in some parts of the world. The first to appear was machine control: network guided earthmoving
equipment such as motor graders, bulldozers and backhoes. These users dominate the usage of some networks
and potentially will grow with nearly all networks as construction companies become more comfortable with
this type of application. In the major farm producing regions of the United States agricultural applications have
become extremely important. In regions of large commercial farming, GPS guidance systems have proved
extremely cost effective means of cutting overall farming costs. So there are now three major types of users
vying for access to networks, and their needs will play a large part in the manner in which networks are implemented in the long run. Throughout the world and within the United States the number of networks seems to
keep growing rapidly and the user base is expanding.
In New Mexico the progress has been slower than in other areas and it is not clear yet if networks will ever
become a solidly established part of surveying in the state. The Albuquerque Real Time GNSS Network
(ARTGN) has been operating for over three years and only has about half the anticipated number of users.
There are two other networks in the state but there is no public information about how well they are doing.
Several efforts have been made to pull together a statewide system, but so far all the pieces haven’t been in
place at the right time to pull it all together and make it happen. Of course the slowdown in the economy has
had an impact. There is a certain irony in this since it is not difficult to clearly show that using a network even
for a few days a month can save the end user money and enable them to operate with lower costs. We all seem
to be creatures of habit and when the economy gets bad people seem to hunker down and go with what they
know. Pulling out the base station every day is a familiar operation that doesn’t cost anymore today than it
did yesterday. Spending money to save money apparently is more difficult to envision during slow economic
times. Regardless, network usage is down in the state and not what one would expect.
Unfortunately the ARTGN has no choice but to require a monthly fee of $200 to payback startup costs and
maintain the system. This is by no means an unreasonable amount, but it has been far more difficult than
anticipated to attract users at that rate. It would obviously be easier to attract users with a smaller fee, but the
particulars of the way the system was developed make a monthly fee unavoidable. Since RTN’s are such new
technology there is no standardized approach to paying the startup and maintenance costs. Most government
entities, at least within the United States, charge a smaller fee. These systems were typically justified by the
added value of the network quality control along with the obvious saving to any contractor using the network
for positioning either directly or indirectly for the government entity. However, each situation is unique. When
the City of Albuquerque began considering development of a system of course the first question was how to
pay for it. As a governmental entity, the City could not use the system to make a profit but was expected to
raise enough funds to pay for the system. Representatives from local surveying companies met with the City
and a poll was taken of more potential users to determine the quantity of a fee that would attract enough users
to pay off the system within a reasonable time frame. Evaluation indicated that $200 per month would attract
20-30 users. This would pay for the system within three years. Regardless of polling results and expressed
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Current base station layout and coverage area: ARTGN, July, 2010

user interests, so far the City only has been able to get the number of users up to twelve. This has come in
spite of considerable growth in the coverage of the system. Through collaborative agreements, primarily with
educational institutions, the system coverage area has been more than doubled at no additional cost to users or
the City.
Those who are using the system like it and individual amount of use is growing, but the number of users is not
as great yet as anticipated and may not be enough to sustain growth of the system.
So the City is concerned about the long term viability of the project. Growth was slower than anticipated
originally but was growing steadily until the recent economic downturn. Now all bets seem to be off and any
and all economic forecasts are uncertain. As stated previously, the State has expressed an interest, but so far
has not been able to find funds for a system. How the other networks in the State are faring is not publically
available, but one commercial network has significantly lowered its rates. Looking at the overall situation
today, RTN’s seem to be faring well throughout the country and the world, but the use is not catching on as
fast in New Mexico as elsewhere. Ultimately user response will determine whether the long term approach
is supported by government or the commercial providers, and in fact whether or not Real Time Networks will
even be in use in the State. Regardless, it sure is nice to simply get out of the vehicle, connect to the internet
and start surveying. Δ
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Dividing the Circle
Part 3: Rads, Mils and Brads
By Doug Critchfield

In order to sexagesimally divide the circle into 360 degrees the circle is first split using six chords equal
in length to the radius. With the radian (rad) the circle is split using arcs equal in length to the radius. You
might say that the difference between degrees and radians is a bit like the problem encountered by the
surveyor when staking a horizontal curve, and having to choose between either a chord definition, or an
arc definition, for defining the degree of curve.
The idea for the radian has been around for centuries. The illustrious Swiss mathematician Leonhard Euler
(1707-1783) made reference in his Elements of Algebra to the angle which subtends an arc equal in length
to the radius. At an even earlier date the British mathematician Roger Cotes (1682-1716) used that measure
of arc. But it was James Thomson who is credited with coining the term radian in 1873.
Thomson was a mathematics professor at Queen’s College, Belfast, Northern Ireland. His brother was the
famous physicist William Thomson, a.k.a. Lord Kelvin, who along with a host of other achievements also
developed an improved version of the dry-pivot magnetic needle compass.
The radian is the official unit of arc within the International System of Units (SI.) It is well suited to describing and analyzing physical phenomena because it measures arc as a function of distance. That in turn
facilitates a sort of shorthand algebraic notation. The length of an arc can be succinctly expressed as
					

L=θ.r

The equation is simple of course because the coefficient π is already factored into the angular value θ when
expressed in radians.
Another advantage in using radians stems from the fact that a small angle expressed in radians is very
nearly equal to its sine. The sine of one half degree is 0.0087265. The same angle expressed in radians is
0.0087266. Those figures agree within one part in ten million. The convergence in values, expressed as
				

lim θ →0 (sin θ) / θ = 1

is a quality which makes the radian an important unit of arc in calculus.
Surveyors, on the other hand, do not have a lot of use for a unit which divides the circle into 2π units. Radians do not work well as circular divisions for survey instruments. In order to remedy this shortcoming
and still keep the more useful properties of the radian it is necessary to fudge a little bit and use the mil.
The mil is of course a unit which subtends an arc of approximately one milliradian, with approximately
2000π mils in a circle. In actual practice, however, the number of mils in a circle depends upon where you
are, or for whom you work. In Russia, for example, the mil is defined by first splitting the circle into six
equal parts, as in the degree system, but then splitting those six parts decimally instead of sexagesimally
which makes for 6,000 Russian mils in a complete circle.
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Hand and fingers can be used to
estimate mils. Reprinted from US
Army Field Manual FM 6-30.

Mil reticles used for stadiametric range finding in US military applications. Upper left:
M67 90mm Recoilless Rifle; upper right: M47
Dragon Medium Anti-Tank Weapon; bottom
row: M24 Binoculars. Reprinted from US Army
Field Manuals FM 23-11 and FM 3-23.24, and
Technical Manual TM-9-1240-407-12.

Mil-graduated gunner’s quadrant, M-1917
Browning Machine Gun (US Army Field
Manual FM 23-55.)

In Sweden they prefer a closer approximation. In that country the number 2000π is rounded off to 6,300
Swedish mils. In contrast, the Navy mil and the French infantry mil are even more precise, and distend
exactly 1 meter at a range of 1,000 meters. Therefore there are exactly 2000π Navy or French infantry mils
in a complete circle. The standard convention for NATO countries is to use 6,400 mils to a circle.
The mil is ideally suited for stadiametric rangefinding in military applications. It is not hard to remember,
and it doesn’t take much time or effort to calculate, that a one-meter object which distends one mil of arc
is one kilometer in distance. That is a welcome advantage to the artilleryman, especially when receiving
in-coming enemy fire. But then I don’t imagine that I am telling the reader anything they don’t already
know about radians or mils, so I’ll just leave off here and let the illustrations tell their story.
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The points of the compass rose, the degree, the grad, the radian and the mil are all units of arc which benefit from their own unique qualities of simplicity and convenience. Those qualities suit them well in their
respective applications. The same can be said of the brad, a unit of arc which was designed to simplify the
process of handling data generated by the computation of angles. Brad, the new kid on the block, is short
for binary radian. There are 256 brads in a circle, and 64 brads to a quadrant.
The brad is a unit of arc used by computer programmers who design video games which depict three-dimensional virtual realities. The brad also finds use in programming robots. In the brad system angles can be
stored in memory as a single byte, and trig functions can be retrieved from abbreviated tables. The net result
is a streamlined set of program-steps which can keep pace with the speed required by the application.
In degrees, or in mils, or in grads,
Or when split into ½ πrads,
PC programmers thunk
That those slow quadrants stunk,		
So they split theirs in 64 brads.
The modern brad is based on binary fractions, and in that respect it is somewhat of a throw-back to the
binary-based fractions of the ancient mariner’s compass rose. I guess you could say that we have boxed
the compass, and come full circle, so to speak.
As a final thought, since I commenced this comparative review of dividing the circle with the compass rose,
I figure that I might just as well wrap it up with a compass, too, and so I will add just one more device to
the list. The lo-pan, or Chinese feng shui compass, is traditionally used to divine the proper orientation of
architectural elements in order that they might be placed auspiciously. The lo-pan certainly does not follow
our Western theme of facilitating calculations by keeping things simple.
Although widely used by modern feng shui practitioners, the lo-pan harkens back to ancient times long
before the origin of the magnetic needle compass, back when magnetism was still shrouded in the mysteries of the supernatural wonders of the world. (Although modern science has explained many of nature’s
phenomena like magnetism, it has yet to dispel all of her mysteries.) So here, in closing, is a list of the
Celestial circular divisions of the lo-pan as described in the book Guide to the Feng Shui Compass, by
Stephen Skinner:
4 Seasons and Celestial Animals
8 Mountain Killings or yao sha
8 Wandering Stars of the 8 Mansions
9 Flying Stars or fei hsing
9 Numbers of the Lo Shu
10 Heavenly Stems or t¡¯ien kan
12 Earthly Branches or ti chih
12 Jupiter Years or tz¡¯u
12 Life Stages Palaces or kung
12 Provincial Divisions or fen yeh
12 Sovereign Hexagrams or p¡¯i kua
12 Yellow Springs or huang ch’¨¹an
24 Heaven Stars or t’ien hsing
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24 Mini-Seasons or chieh ch¡¯i
24 Mountains or shan
24 Robbery Sha or chieh sha
28 Lunar Mansions or hsiu
60 Earth-Penetrating Dragons or tou ti lung
60 Root Hexagrams or pen kua (San He)
60 Sexagenary Combinations or chia tzu
60 Uneven Dragons or ying so
64 Hexagrams or kua
72 Mountain-Piercing Dragons
120 Golden Divisions or fen chin
240 Golden Divisions or fen chin
360 Western Degrees or hsien tu
365.25 Chinese Day-Degrees or tu
384 Hexagram Lines or kua yao
940 Degrees of the Complete Calendar or shou shih li

The Lo-Pan, or Chinese feng-shui compass.

Occasionally surveyors do find use for radians and
milliradians, or at least we have in the past. Image credit: Higher Surveying, Breed and Hosmer,
1947.

The inspiration for the brad (1/256 circle) came from the
computer programmer’s need for a compact binary-coded unit
of arc for use in video games and robotics. General Motor’s
R2, the first humanoid robot to be launched into space, is
scheduled to depart earth on the Space shuttle Discovery, September 16, 2010. He is to be assigned permanent duty aboard
the International Space Station. Image credit: NASA.
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Two Kern DKM1 theodolites are shown here
alongside a standard 16 oz. plumb bob. The
military gun on the left has horizontal and
vertical circles graduated in mils, with micrometer divisions equal to 0.02 mil. The civilian
version on the right is graduated in degrees,
with micrometer divisions marked in 10-second increments. The DKM1 was adopted by
the U.S. Army for use in artillery surveying.
Mounted atop a miniature gyro compass, and
supported by a short-legged tripod, it is known
as SIAG-L, or Surveying Instrument, Azimuth
Gyro, Lightweight. Each of these Swiss-made
theodolites stands 5 inches tall and weighs less
than 4 pounds. (Theodolites are from the Dave
Fessler collection.)

2010 Ruidoso Seminar & Golf Tournament
Inn of the Mountain Gods
Resort and Casino
August 6th & 7th

Golf Day, White Mountain Shootout.....
more like White Lightning Shootout.

Ruidoso Permian Basin/Llano Estacado Chapter
Seminar.
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